15-20193 CABALLE Planetary Stranding Line for OPGW strands, 12+20/630
Very versatile line or OPGW, fiber optic, or submarines cables

Line is still erected till nov 2018.
- Manufacturing year 1998
- Nice composition 12+20/630 (DIN)
- Working in tandem
- Motorised individual tension control
- Motorised backtwist

Following equipments are available as an option:
- 3400 mm/20 ton pay-off
- 3400 mm/20 ton take-up
- 1200 mm rotating pay-off (cradle type)

Line composition:
- 630 mm Cantilever type pay-off
- 1200 mm rotating pay-off
- 12 bobbin stranding cage with preformer
- 20 bobbin stranding cage with preformer
- Greasing system
- Double wheel capstan

Video available on demand
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